Join Redsip as: Developer – Backend!

Redsip is working on some of the most compelling challenges in bringing AI and Mixed Reality to compel consumer’s experience with wine appreciation. We are a Silicon Valley company expanding from Palo Alto to Hong Kong. This position is to be hired in our Hong Kong office. We look for both full-time and intern.

As a backend developer, you’ll be driving the engine that supports an AI-and AR-based social network app that will be used and loved by people around the world. You will be collaborating with a global team and together designing, architecting and building a virtual community for the wine loving world. You’ll help more than 1.6 billion global users to discover, connect and memorize countless of meaningful wine-themed social events in life!

We are looking for experienced backend developers to join our talented engineering team. This is an important role where this individual will be an integral member of the team driving the platform rollout.

What you’ll do:

- Responsible for development of production-quality code using Java, Python, and Node.js.
- Data modeling, design and implementation using various databases, including key-value, MySQL and Neo4j.
- Design and build highly scalable and resilient services and libraries and constantly incorporate new and creative technical solutions to optimize system performance.

What we are looking for:

- B.S. or M.S in Computer science or related fields
- Ideally 3+ years in software development experience, 1+ year of experience building backend services in roles of increasing responsibility and technical capability
- Proficiency in Python/Java/Node.js/Ruby/PHP, and experience with AWS EC2 and S3
• Highly motivated, life-time learner, passionate about delivering quality products, and willing to work with colleagues from different time zones

How to apply? Please email us your resume and cover letter to: career@redsip.co
Join Redsip as: Developer – iOS & AR!

Redsip is working on some of the most compelling challenges in bringing AI and Mixed Reality to compel consumer’s experience with wine appreciation. We are a Silicon Valley company expanding from Palo Alto to Hong Kong. This position is to be hired in our Hong Kong office. We look for both full-time and intern.

As an iOS & AR developer, you’ll be driving the mission of enabling Mixed Reality and superior user experience for the social network app that will be used and loved by people around the world. You will be collaborating with a global team and together designing, architecting and building a virtual community for the wine loving world. You’ll help more than 1.6 billion global users to discover, connect and memorize countless of meaningful wine-themed social events in life!

What you’ll do:

- Architect, build and iterate our mobile application Redsip
- Influence every aspect of the iOS development process from API creation to design
- Understand multi-threaded programming subtleties, gotchas and problem solving
- Partner closely with our design team to produce an application that flows seamlessly and works intuitively for our users
- Produce appropriate project artifacts that may include prototypes, high level architecture designs, detail level design, work estimates, and quality software

What we are looking for:

- BS or MS or PhD in Computer Science or related technical discipline
- Programming experience in Java, JavaScript, Objective-C, C++, or C#
- 1-3 years of experience in iOS development and experience in Augmented Reality development using ARKit
- Ideally 3 years of relevant work experience and experience in Swift
- Experience developing multi-tier scalable and user-centric reliable applications that operate 24X7
- Extensive programming experience in Java, Objective-C and/or C++
- Ideally with full-stack background and experienced with WEB and backend:
  - JavaScript/HTML/CSS
  - Web MVC (React/Vue/Angular)
- JAVA/Nodejs/Ruby/PHP/Python
- REST based Web Services
- Mysql & graph database such as Neo4j

How to apply? Please email us your resume and cover letter to: career@redsip.co
Join Redsip as: Marketing Coordinator!

Redsip is working on some of the most compelling challenges in bringing AI and Mixed Reality to compel consumer’s experience with wine appreciation. We are a Silicon Valley company expanding from Palo Alto to Hong Kong. This position is to be hired in our Hong Kong office. We look for both full-time and intern.

We are looking for a marketing talent that loves to build and nurture communities resulting in brand loyalty and business impact. As part of the Marketing team, you’ll directly working with the founders, CEO, and product team sitting both in Palo Alto (US) and Hong Kong to set and execute strategies to inspire and educate our community of wine lovers with stories that breakthrough creative experiences. You’ll also supporting our database building and wearing multiple hats in a rising startup that is going to help 1.6 billion global users to discover, connect and memorize countless of meaningful wine-themed social events in life!

What you’ll do:

• Lead all program execution, including day-to-day operations as well as creating creative campaigns

• Develop and drive process including planning, calendaring, creative development, publishing, moderation, and reporting

• Own the social media executions, participate in database rollout, and coordinating in all sorts of marketing events

What we are looking for:

#StrongCommunicator #SelfStarter #Team-OrientedSpirit #AnalyticalThinker #WorkingCrossTimeZones #PassionforTech

How to apply? Please email us your resume and cover letter to: career@redsip.co